Healthcare Master Planning

The increasing complexity and evolution of healthcare means today’s design solution may not be relevant tomorrow. BSA LifeStructures addresses this challenge with a multidisciplinary group of healthcare planners who integrate patient care, organizational strategy, finance, technology, and design issues into a long-term solution.

Planning initiatives are enriched through on-staff clinical and operations professionals that challenge efficiencies of existing processes and re-invent future-state processes utilizing Lean methodologies.

Employing Leading Practices, evidence based design and best-in-class benchmarks helps to identify opportunities for improvement and facility planning directives that will have optimal impact when implemented.

The end result – strategic campus and facility planning initiatives that inform your capital planning strategy and prioritize key facility decisions to promote stability in a healthcare market changing at an incredible pace.

Discover more at bsalifestructures.com/planning
Significant Projects

Bassett Healthcare Campus Master Facility Plan
COOPERSTOWN, NEW YORK

Blending modern improvements and amenities with a historical hospital campus can be challenging. With several buildings nearing a century old, Bassett Healthcare faced this problem. Engaging a team of BSA LifeStructures planners, architects and engineers, a campus master plan was devised to reinforce the historic image while integrating a plan for the future.

KEY FEATURES
• Comprehensive campus plan based on clinical objectives for academic medical center
• Best practices criteria for clinical and outpatient functionally
• Collaborative facility assessment
• Parking analysis drivers
• 185 beds: based on analysis and data
• 1,500 parking spaces
• More than 1,000,000 sf of facilities

Boone Hospital Center Strategic Campus Plan
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI

With growing needs for patient care and increasing competition, Boone Hospital Center undertook a Strategic Campus Plan to establish future facility plans for the hospital. Boone Hospital Center is a 397-bed regional referral hospital located in central Missouri.

The Strategic Campus Plan anticipates and addresses the future state of healthcare delivery, providing facility strategies to support Boone Hospital Center’s vision for growth.

KEY FEATURES
• 17.5-acre hospital campus
• Multiple facilities both on and off campus
• Development of ambulatory care facility strategy
• Financial strategic plan for capital investment

Saint Luke’s Health System Master Facility Plan
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI


KEY FEATURES
• Planning included 10 hospital campuses
• Included total build-out capacity for each campus
• Outlined future land acquisition opportunities and priorities
• 10-year Capital Budget (inclusive of Medical Equipment, Infrastructure and projects)

To learn more about how our Healthcare Master Planning Services can benefit your company, please contact:

Josh Halon RN, MSN, EDAC
Director, Planning

Phone: 317.726.7915
Email: jhalon@bsalifestructures.com